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Such a dilemma. How can I give so many accolades to an
incredible product without sounding absolutely biased. Well
hang on for the following fast and furious ride.

Let's travel back 8 years to an encouter with a product,
(United Dirty Fighter #250) that changed the way quite a few
of us with BRC (Brunswick Recreation Centers) looked at bowling
center maintenance. At that time the product was astounding.
Now after 8 years of my own personal experimentation into its
vast quantity of uses I can only stand back in amazement. Not
only has it taken over as our main equipement cleaner, (which
was no small chore!) it has taken our lane cleaning to a
standard not before obtainable. In this area~~lo8e it ,has
proved to be so versatile on both wood and synthetic lane
surfaces that many of the competitive bowling centers in our
market area have made the switch, some on my own personal
recommondation. Add this to: the fact that some of the industry
leaders have been unable to match the cleaning power cost
effectiveness really starts to do some justice. Fact is
that most products for the same purpose mixed 4:1 don't come
close to my own ususal mixture of 250 at 50:1.---An incredible
bona fide statistic that I and many-Gf my colleagues will atest
to. One might be concerned about the hazards of a product so
powerful. Where as comparable products can be extremely harsh,
250 is almost as gentle as dishsoap. Time to slow down and catch
my breath.

As you can see there's a certain allegiance to a great
product conveyed here in the preceding paragraphs. By my own
interaction with others in the business I continue to sell them
on the qualities of 250. In retrospect I can't remember an
instance in which it did not manage to sell itself. Many of
us at BRC and various independent centers in Northern Illinois
thank you for a product capable of being revolutionary in a
market where so many other companies are trying so hard to
catch up.

Sincerely,

Brian A. Stewart
MOS
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